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Abstract
We revisit the theorem of Wigner, Araki and Yanase (WAY) describ-
ing limitations to repeatable quantum measurements that arise from the
presence of conservation laws. We will review a strengthening of this the-
orem by exhibiting and discussing a condition that has hitherto not been
identified as a relevant factor. We will also show that an extension of the
theorem to continuous variables such as position and momentum can be
obtained if the degree of repeatability is suitably quantified.
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1 Introduction
Measurements are physical processes and as such are subject to the laws of
physics. In particular, the interaction between a measurement device or probe
and an object system needed to establish suitable correlations between the quan-
tity being measured and a pointer observable are constrained by fundamental
symmetries, or equivalently the associated conservation laws. In quantum me-
chanics this has been found to lead to restrictions of the measurability of certain
physical quantities, as demonstrated first by Wigner [1] and then in more gen-
erality by Araki and Yanase [2].
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Here we will review a strengthening and an an extension of these results in
two respects. First we show that the presence of an additive conservation law
not only precludes repeatable, sharp measurements of a discrete quantity not
commuting with the system part of the conserved quantity, but in addition a
further property of a measurement must be violated: the so-called Yanase con-
dition, which states that the pointer observable commutes with the conserved
quantity (Sec. 3). Second, a WAY-type limitation is shown to hold for position
measurements obeying momentum conservation, thus extending the WAY the-
orem to continuous quantities (Sec. 4). We begin with a brief account of the
formal theory of quantum measurement as far as required for the formulation
of these results.
2 Quantum Measurements
In the standard formulation of quantum mechanics, a physical system is as-
sociated with a Hilbert space H over C; its states are represented as density
operators ρ, with pure states as normalized vectors ψ ∈ H. Observables are
given as positive operator valued measures (POVMs) E from a σ-algebra Σ of
subsets of the set of measurement outcomes to the set of effects (positive oper-
ators), X 7→ E(X). The probability that a measurement of E in a state ρ gives
an outcome in the set X then is pEρ(X) = tr
[
ρE(X)
]
.
As an example, we refer to an unsharp, or smeared position observable,
defined as follows:
Qe(X) =
∫
R
e(x)EQ(x+X)dx = χX ∗ e(Q), (1)
〈ϕ|Qe(X)ϕ〉 = pQ
e
ϕ (X) =
∫
dx |ϕ(x)|
2
χX ∗ e(x), (2)
where EQ denotes the spectral measure of the position operator Q, χX a char-
acteristic (set indicator) function, ∗ denotes convolution, and e is a distribution
function representing the measurement inaccuracy. Such POVMs occur in a
variety of models of approximate position measurements.
The time evolution of an isolated system is given by a unitary group Ut
via ρt = Utρ0U
∗
t , Ut = exp(−iHt/~), or the associated Schro¨dinger equation,
i~ dψt/dt = Hψt.
A measurement is modelled as an interaction between the object system (rep-
resented by H) and an apparatus or probe system (represented by K), such that
the time evolution U acts on the tensor product H⊗K. Thus, a measurement
M of an observable E is summarized as a quintuple 〈K, U, φ, Z, h〉, where φ is the
initial probe state, Z the pointer observable (normally modelled as a selfadjoint
operator with associated spectral measure EZ), and h a pointer scaling function
mapping the pointer values to the values of the measured observable. The lat-
ter is then determined by the probability reproducibility condition, according to
which the coupling U sending the initially uncorrelated system-probe state to
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an entangled state,
Ψi ≡ ϕ⊗ φ→ Ψf ≡ U(ϕ⊗ φ) ∈ H ⊗K,
serves as a measurement of the observable E if the pointer probabilities repro-
duce the probabilities of E:
〈
Ψf |1⊗ E
Z(h−1(X))Ψf
〉
≡ 〈ϕ|E(X)ϕ〉 . (3)
A measurement is called repeatable if
〈
Ψf |E(X)⊗ E
Z(h−1(X))Ψf
〉
= 〈ϕ|E(X)ϕ〉 . (4)
The system state conditional on an outcome (in) X is defined via
ρX = trK
[
1⊗ EZ
(
h−1(X)
)
|Ψf 〉〈Ψf |
]
; ρˆX =
ρX
tr[ρX ]
.
Then the probability reproducibility and repeatability conditions are compactly
given as tr[ρX ] = 〈ϕ|E(X)ϕ〉 and tr[ρˆX E(X)] = 1, respectively.
It is a historical curiosity that until rather recently the term measurement
was understood by many as including the property of repeatability. Only very
few authors, such as Pauli, Landau and Peierls in the 1930s and Wigner, allowed
for the possibility of measurements that are not necessarily repeatable.
3 The Theorem of Wigner, Araki and Yanase
In 1952, Wigner [1] considered a spin- 1
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system and showed that a repeatable
measurement of the spin component sx violates conservation of (say) the z-
component of the total angular momentum shared between system and probe,
sz + Jz. He also showed that if the probe’s angular momentum Jz is allowed
to have a large spread in it’s initial state φ, then an arbitrarily accurate and
repeatable measurement of sx becomes possible. Indeed, with a measurement
coupling:
ϕ+ ⊗ φ −→ ϕ+ ⊗ φ+ + ϕ− ⊗ η, ϕ− ⊗ φ −→ ϕ− ⊗ φ− − ϕ+ ⊗ η
(and 〈η|φ±〉 = 〈φ+|φ−〉 = 0), the measured observable has three effects:
E± = (1− ‖η‖
2)P [ϕ±], E? = ‖η‖
2
1.
Here ϕ± are the eigenstates of the measured spin component sx and φ±, η are
pointer eigenstates. The third effect is trivial: it provides no information as its
expectation value does not depend on the object state. The associated outcome
is ‘uncertain’.
Wigner noted that the conservation law can be satisfied in the above dy-
namics while ‖η‖2 = 1/(2n− 1), or even ‖η‖2 ∼ 1
n2
, if φ =
n∑
ν=1
φν (where φν are
Jz-eigenvectors). For large n, one obtains E± ≃ P [ϕ±], E? ≃ O.
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Araki and Yanase [2] generalized Wigner’s result to the effect that any ob-
servable that allows a repeatable measurement in the presence of an additive
conserved quantity must commute with the object part of that conserved quan-
tity. This statement is subject to the assumption that the measured observable
is discrete (thus allowing repeatable measurements) and at least the object part
of the conserved quantity is bounded. Yanase [3] constructed a model in which,
in analogy to Wigner’s observation, arbitrary accuracy and good repeatability
are obtained if large variances in the probe part of the conserved quantity are
allowed. This followed even under an additional assumption, now known as
the Yanase condition: that the pointer observable commutes with the probe
part of the conserved quantity. This can be seen as a pre-emptive assumption
that ensures that the WAY measurement obstruction does not reappear in the
measurement of the pointer.
It was shown recently that besides repeatability, the Yanase condition cannot
be satisfied in a sharp measurement of an observable that does not commute
with an additive conserved quantity.[4] This is the strengthened version of the
WAY theorem.
4 Position measurement vs. momentum conser-
vation
It has remained an open question for a long time whether the WAY theorem
extends to object observables with continuous spectra. In that case repeatability
cannot be obtained since according to a fundamental theorem due to Ozawa [5],
the existence of repeatable measurements requires the observable to be discrete.
However, it is known that approximate repeatability is still available in the
general case.
One can thus investigate whether momentum conservation entails an ob-
struction to approximately repeatable position measurements. This was denied
by Ozawa[6] in 1991, who presented a model of a momentum-conserving position
measurement. Closer scrutiny of this model (which satisfies the Yanase condi-
tion) has revealed that good accuracy and repeatability come at the expense of
a large variance of the probe’s momentum. Indeed, the measured observable is
of the form (1), and it can be seen that the function e can be made narrow only
by increasing the momentum spread in a state corresponding to the preparation
of the apparatus. This can be seen as a quantitative version of the WAY the-
orem, and it has been shown by the present authors[7] that there is a general
trade-off relation between the quality of repeatability and the variance of the
probe momentum under the satisfaction of the Yanase condition. This will be
briefly reviewed here.
A common way of quantifying the difference between the observable one
aims to measure approximately, represented by selfadjoint operator M , and the
actually measured observable is by means of the noise operator, N = Zf −
M , where Zf = U
∗
1 ⊗ ZU and Z is the selfadjoint pointer observable. The
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noise ǫ(ϕ) is then given by ǫ(ϕ)2 :=
〈
ϕ⊗ φ|N2ϕ⊗ φ
〉
≡ 〈N2〉. Noting that
〈N2〉 ≥ (∆N)2 and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Ozawa[8] obtained
the following inequality:
ǫ(ϕ)2 ≥
1
4
|〈[Zf −M,L1 + L2]〉|
2
(∆ϕL1)2 + (∆φL2)2
. (5)
Here L1 + L2 is the additive conserved quantity. Stipulating the Yanase con-
dition, the numerator becomes |〈[M,L1]〉|
2
. We can then estimate the global
error, ǫ := supϕ ǫ(ϕ) and obtain:
ǫ2 ≥ sup
ϕ
1
4
|〈[M,L1]〉|
2
(∆ϕL1)2 + (∆φL2)2
. (6)
This can be applied to position measurements obeying momentum conservation,
where M = Q and L1 = P , L2 = PA, giving
ǫ2 ≥
~2
4(∆φPA)2
. (7)
Similarly one can define a measure of the degree of repeatability by replacing
M in the definition of the noise operator by the Heisenberg-evolved Mf =
U∗M ⊗1U : µ(ϕ)2 := 〈ϕ⊗φ|(Mf −Zf )
2ϕ⊗φ〉. For µ := supµ(ϕ) one obtains:
µ2 ≥ sup
ϕ
1
4
|〈[M(τ)− Z(τ), L1 + L2]〉|
2
(∆ϕL1)2 + (∆φL2)2
. (8)
With the Yanase condition the numerator becomes |〈[Mf , L1 + L2]〉|
2
. In the
case of position measurements the above inequality then gives
µ2 ≥
~2
4(∆φPA)2
. (9)
A first conclusion to be drawn is that under the Yanase condition, momentum
conserving position measurements can only be performed with good accuracy
and repeatability if the probe system is ‘large’, in the sense that its momentum
variance must be large. This limitation is confirmed with Ozawa’s position
measurement model.[7]
The case of position and momentum allows for a particular way of violating
the Yanase condition, so that the numerators of inequalities (5) and (8) become
zero: this happens when the pointer is chosen to be the position QA. In this case
there is no size constraint on the probe that needs to be fulfilled in order that ǫ
and µ can be made small, as can be confirmed by another position measurement
model.[7] However, as noted above, the problem of measuring position in view
of momentum conservation has now been shifted to the probe system. Thus a
second conclusion is that information transfer about the position of an object
to a probe system is perfectly possible if one relinquishes the Yanase condition,
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but whether this can be used for measurements depends on the measurability
of the probe position under the constraint of momentum conservation.
Finally we note that if instead of position one seeks to measure the rela-
tive position between object and probe M = Q − QA, then the numerators
in (5) and (8) vanish if the Yanase condition holds since the relative position
commutes with the total momentum. Closer inspection of measurement models
shows that it is not primarily the large variance of the probe momentum that
one needs to seek to achieve to obtain good measurement of the object position
alone. It is rather the fact that the relative position effectively becomes indis-
tinguishable from the object position if the probe position is prepared with low
inaccuracy; but this entails large variance of the probe momentum by virtue of
the uncertainty relation.[9]
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